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Introduction

Introduction
When you frame a business case you read it using key concepts from business studies.
By using these business studies concepts you can move from reading to analysing.
This OpenLearn course is an adapted extract from the Open University course LB160
Professional communication skills for business studies.
This OpenLearn course provides a sample of level 1 study in Business Studies [
http://www.open.ac.uk/courses/find/business-studies].
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Learning Outcomes
After studying this course, you should be able to:
●

demonstrate the skills needed to read a case with an analytical framework in mind

●

show a knowledge of concepts from the STEP and stakeholder frameworks

●

understand output texts which are framed by these frameworks

●

understand sentences and word groups

●

write some business concepts in order to write a case analysis.

1 Framing the case

1 Framing the case
This course makes use of two reading strategies:
●

Think of a question that the text is going to answer for you before you read.

●

Keep asking more questions as you read.

There is a great range of business concepts and questions you can use to frame a case.
In this course, the concepts and questions which are used come from two analytical
frameworks: STEP and stakeholder analysis. These frameworks have been chosen
because they are a good example of how business concepts organise the way you read a
case.

Figure 1 Framing the case

1.1 Framing a case with a STEP framework
A good example of an output text organised by business studies concepts is a STEP
analysis (Figure 2).

Figure 2 The STEP analysis process

Processing an assignment title
The assignment title gives you the questions to ask when you read a case study. Here is
an example of an assignment question about STEP analysis.
“Carry out a STEP analysis outlining the main factors in the external
environment influencing the US airlines industry.”
The assignment title tells you what output text to produce and frames the way you read
the input text. It usually does this by giving you an instruction and some of the key
concepts you should use.

Activity 1
Purpose: to introduce a method for processing an assignment question and to
develop your understanding of the STEP analysis framework.
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Task: copy the instruction and the key concepts in the assignment question above and
paste them into the box below.
Provide your answer...

Answer
The instruction is: Carry out a STEP analysis outlining ...
The key concepts are: (i) the STEP framework; (ii) the external environment; (iii)
factors ... influencing; (iv) the US airline industry.
Comment

This method of copying the instructions and the key concepts is useful for any
assignment question. It means that you won’t arrive at the end of a long case study
analysis to discover that you followed the wrong instruction or framed the case using
the wrong concepts.

Activity 2
Purpose: to practise identifying instructions and key concepts in case study
assignment questions.
Task: copy the instructions and key concepts in the five assignment questions below.
Please note: you don’t have to understand the concepts to do this activity and then
paste them into the box.
1.

Use the stakeholder model of business environments to examine critically the
external environment of Asda–Wal-Mart as outlined in the Case Study.

2.

The changes in Potts Garden Centre business appear to be based on a move
from one type of business structure to another. Describe the two types of
structure using appropriate concepts. Then write about the problems and benefits
of moving from one structure to another.

3.

Wal-Mart is a US-based multinational corporation. Critically discuss the likely
costs and benefits of its takeover of Asda, a UK-based company.

4.

Gap takes great care in its vendor selection process, but still receives criticism for
the working conditions in some of its suppliers. Outline the key aspects of a
vendor selection and monitoring process that will serve Gap’s long-term best
interests.

5.

Compare and contrast Gap’s staff management policy with its outsourcing policy.
Provide your answer...

Answer
The key concepts are in bold and the instructions are italicised. Text that falls into both
categories is shown in bold italics.
1.
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2.

The changes in Potts Garden Centre business appear to be based on a move
from one type of business structure to another. Describe the two types of
structure using appropriate concepts. Then write about the problems and
benefits of moving from one structure to another.

3.

Wal-Mart is a US-based multinational corporation. Critically discuss the likely
costs and benefits of its takeover of Asda, a UK-based company.

4.

Gap takes great care in its vendor selection process, but still receives criticism
for the working conditions in some of its suppliers. Outline the key aspects
of a vendor selection and monitoring process that will serve Gap’s long-term
best interests.

5.

Compare and contrast Gap’s staff management policy with its outsourcing
policy.

Comment

Each of the concepts in these titles is a conceptual framework to frame your reading of
the case study. For example, the second assignment asks you to use the concept
business structure.

1.2 Processing a textbook text
Throughout this course, you will find references to a ‘US Airlines’ STEP assignment. This
assignment can be found in Section 3.
Teaching business concepts is the purpose of another input text – a textbook. A good
example of a business concept in the ‘US Airlines’ STEP assignment is external
environment. Environment is a word in everyday use but in business studies it has a
specialised meaning, as the next activity shows.

Activity 3
Purpose: reading to understand a business concept.
Task: read extract A below which is from a business studies textbook and answer this
question: ‘What does external environment mean?’

Extract A
The term ‘environment’ in this case refers to much more than the
ecological, ‘green’ issues that the word commonly evokes. ‘Environment’
here is more appropriately interpreted as the external context in which
organisations find themselves undertaking their activities. Each organisation has a unique external environment that has unique impacts on the
organisation, due to the fact that organisations are located in different
places and are involved in different business activities, with different
products, services, customers, and so on.
(Capon, 2004:278)
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Answer
External environment means the external context.
Comment

Your knowledge of English and of this business topic probably affected how you read
this text. If the topic is already known to you, you might have ignored most of the words
and searched only for the words which mean external environment. This kind of
reading is called search-reading. On the other hand, if you don’t know this topic well,
you might have read every word carefully.

Defining concepts
Paragraphs such as this which define key concepts are common in business studies
writing. How is this one organised? It starts with a high-level generalisation.

Activity 4
Purpose: to look at how the paragraph on external environment is organised.
Task: use Figure 3 to summarise each sentence in the paragraph. If possible, reduce
each sentence to a noun group.

Figure 3 For use with Activity 4

Q1
S1 -

Q2
S2 -

Q3
S3 -
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Answer

Figure 4 Answer to Activity 3

Comment
This paragraph shows that everyday meanings are not business meanings. The
paragraph starts with a word from everyday life. It then moves down a level to show
what the same word means in business studies. Then it gives more details about the
business meaning of the word.
Definition paragraphs use definition words:
term, refers to, commonly evokes, more appropriately interpreted as.
Text books define business concepts carefully. Students are expected to do the same
in their assignments. The next activity involves some more examples of how business
studies text books define environment.

Activity 5
Task 1
Purpose: to look at how text extracts introduce a key concept.
Task: read Extracts 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. They all introduce the concept environment. You
will need to make notes for this activity.

Question 1a
Which two extracts directly define what the word environment means?
Provide your answer...

Answer
Extracts 1 and 2.

Question 1b
Highlight some definition words. (Some examples are highlighted in Extract 1.)
Provide your answer...
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Answer
Extract 1
The term
refers to much more than
the word commonly evokes.
is more appropriately interpreted as
Extract 2
the term
has taken on a rather specialised meaning
it involves ‘green’
we use the term ‘the environment’ in a much broader sense to describe
This includes

Question 2a
Which three extracts do not discuss the meaning but describe the environment and
how it interacts with business?
Provide your answer...

Answer
Extracts 3, 4 and 5.

Question 2b
Highlight some language needed to describe the way business and environment
interact. (Some examples are underlined in Extract 4.)
Provide your answer...
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Answer
Extract 3
Figure 3–1 suggests the interrelationship between the firm and its remote, its industry,
and its operating environments.
In combination, these factors form the basis of the opportunities and threats that a
firm faces in its competitive environment.
Extract 4
the interdependence between a business organisation and the environment within
which it operates
society depends on business organisations for most of the products and services it
needs,
Conversely, business organisations depend on society for the resources they need.
Business organisations are not self sufficient, nor are they self-contained.
are dependent upon the environment in which they operate. Business organisations
and society, depend on each other.
This mutual dependence entails a complex relationship between the two.
This relationship increases in complexity when certain variables in the environment,
such as technological innovation, economic events or political developments, bring
about change in the environment which impacts in different ways on the business
organisation.
Extract 5
First, there is the operating environment, composed of elements that the organisation
can influence and that also influence the business.
Second there is the remote environment, composed of elements on which the
individual business has no significant influence but which may have a major effect on
the operating environment and on the business.

Question 3a
Which two extracts classify environments into types or categories of environment?
Provide your answer...

Answer
Extracts 3 and 5.

Question 3b
Highlight some classification language.
Provide your answer...
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Answer
Extract 3
can be divided into three interrelated subcategories: factors in the remote
environment, factors in the industry environment, and factors in the operating
environment.
Extract 5
The elements in the external environment can be classified by the level of influence
that they have on the business and the business has on them. As a result a business
can be considered to have two environments, depending the direction of the influences
between the business and the elements within them. First, there is the operating
environment, composed of elements that the organisation can influence and that also
influence the business. Second there is the remote environment, composed of
elements on which the individual business has no significant influence but which may
have a major effect on the operating environment and on the business.

Question 4a
Which two extracts describe the composition of the environment?
Provide your answer...

Answer
Extracts 2 and 5 (and possibly 3).

Question 4b
Highlight some language of composition.
Provide your answer...

Answer
Extract 2
the term ‘the environment’... includes customers, competitors, suppliers, distributors,
government and social institutions.
Extract 3
These factors which constitute the external environment
Extract 5
composed of elements

Question 5
Which extract highlights the word environment with
italics – environment
inverted commas – ‘environment’
bold type – environment?
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Provide your answer...

Answer
Using italics – environment
Extracts 3 and 5
Using inverted commas –‘environment’
Extracts 1 and 2
Using bold type – environment
None

Question 6
Choose one or two of the word groups below to summarise each extract.

interdependency

categories of factors

everything outside the
business

external context

environmental impacts on the
organisation

types of influence

Provide your answer...

Answer
Extract 1: external context and environmental impacts on organisation
Extract 2: everything outside the business
Extract 3: categories of factors and interdependency
Extract 4: Interdependency
Extract 5: environmental impacts on the organisation and types of influence

Comment
When textbooks introduce a concept they discuss what it means, how it works or what
it does, and what it is composed of. These are also the ways you can introduce the
concepts you use to frame an assignment.
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Introducing concepts
Activity 6
Task 1
Purpose: to practise introducing a concept which frames a case.
write a paragraph introducing the concept environment, based on the noun groups you
chose in question 6 in Activity 5.
Provide your answer...

Discussion

Task 1 (my example paragraph)
The environment of a business is composed of all the factors that influence the
business. There is an interdependency between the environment and the business,
with the business influencing the environment and the environment influencing the
business. Factors can be classified according to whether they are in the near
environment or the far environment. Factors in the near environment are more under
the control of the business than factors in the far environment.

Task 2
read Extracts 6, 7 and 8, which are from students’ assignments. Compare how they
introduce the concept environment with the way you have. Did they write about what it
means, how it works, what it does, or what it is composed of?
Provide your answer...

Answer
My paragraph does not use any meaning sentences; Extract 6 does but the other
extracts do not. My paragraph looks at the interaction between the environment and
the business. Extract 7 does the same. Extract 8 also talks about the level of control
that a business has over the near and far environment like my paragraph. My
paragraph classifies environments in the same way as Extract 6. Extract 8 classifies
environments using the STEP model (or framework).

Comment
When you are analysing a business case it is important to decide which concepts will
frame the case and to make those clear to your reader. The next section will look
briefly at the grammar for doing this.
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The grammar of definition sentences
To write definitions, you can use six kinds of sentence. Look at this sentence:

The
government

deregulated

the
industry

noun

verb

noun

in 1978.

The verb is an action word, so this is an action sentence. Some definition sentences are
action sentences. For example:
1) action sentences
Businesses operate in different environments.

However, not all verbs are actions. There are five other kinds of sentence for defining
concepts, as follows.
2) being sentences
‘Environment’ is the external context in which organisations operate.

3) having sentences
Each organisation has a unique external environment.

4) meaning sentences
The term ‘environment’ refers to more than ecological, ‘green’ issues.

5) reporting sentences
Lucas suggests that environment is ‘a set of external conditions under which a business
operates’.

6) existence sentences
There are three kinds of environment.

Look back at your paragraph in Activity 6. Which kinds of sentence did you use?

1.3 The STEP framework
Here is the assignment question again.
“Carry out a STEP analysis outlining the main factors in the external
environment influencing the US airlines industry.”
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The main concept – or set of concepts – is the STEP framework. If you have studied this
framework before, this assignment instruction will make sense. In case you haven’t, the
next activity introduces the STEP framework. It shows that it is based on four key
concepts which you use to frame the case. When you analyse a case using the STEP
framework, the concepts you use come from outside the case. You use the STEP
concepts to turn the case from a story into an analysis.

Activity 7
Purpose: to relate the four high-level concepts of a STEP framework to the details
they frame.
Task: Text 9 explains the four concepts which make up a STEP analysis. They are:
social, technological, economic and political influences. Each paragraph gives
details about one of these concepts. Choose the correct heading for each paragraph to
go in the gap at the beginning of the paragraph.
Provide your answer...

Answer
The correct headings are political, economic, social, technological.
Comment

You might not have needed to read all the words in this text to do this task. The four
key concept words can be placed in the correct gap as soon as you recognise one or
two details in the paragraph. Each general concept is the central word of a mind map
with many other concepts. Figure 5 is the mind map from the text for political
influences.

Figure 5 For use with Activity 8
This is a limited mind map and there are many other concepts which could be included
under political influences but, like all mind maps, this is a starting point.

Influences and impacts
There is a third concept in the assignment title which must frame the case study analysis.
All the social, technological, economic or political influences must be factors which
influence the US airline industry. There is a difference between a political event or
situation and a political factor.

Activity 8
Purpose: to contrast factor with event or situation.
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Task: extract B below gives some information about an economic situation. Which part
of the situation is a factor which influences Nike?

Extract B
Nike’s presence in emerging countries can have an enormous economic
impact on them. China is now the biggest shoe-producing country in the
world; Nike is Vietnam’s biggest employer. Jobs are scarce and people want
to work for companies such as Nike and Reebok.
Provide your answer...

Answer
The economic factor influencing Nike is that jobs are scarce in these countries. The
information that Nike is having an economic impact on the country is a factor
influencing the country not Nike.
Comment

There is a difference between the information framed by the concept economic events
or situation, and the information framed by the concept economic factors.
In summary, for an event to fit the economic category in a STEP analysis, the criteria
are that it is (i) economic, (ii) in the external environment and (iii) a factor
influencing the industry.
If you read a case with business concepts such as this in mind, you are framing the
case.

1.4 A student’s STEP analysis of ‘US Airlines’ – the
texts
Text A is an example of a STEP analysis.
Text A

Carry out a STEP analysis outlining the main factors in the external
environment influencing the US airline industry.
Introduction

All successful businesses must react and adapt to the environments in which
they operate. Businesses have to be able to recognize the environments within
which they operate and be able to identify those elements that may have the
greatest effects upon them. There are a number of models available to assist a
business in identifying these. One of these is the STEP analysis. This divides
the operating environment of a business into four areas, Social, Technological,
Economic and Political. This analysis will use the STEP framework to outline
the various influences shown to affect the business operation in the case study
‘US airlines: big carriers unlikely to find much relief’.
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STEP Analysis

As stated by Armson et al. (1995, p. 12) the advantage of the STEP framework
is its simplicity and applicability in analyzing current and continuing influences
on organizations. It is evident from the case study that there are a number of
different influences that impact on both US airline carriers and their
passengers.
The specific focus of this analysis will be the ‘traditional’ carriers, those airlines
that charge full fares and offer in-flight services. This is in contrast with the ‘cutprice’ operators who charge much lower fares and in turn offer reduced
services for customers. It is the traditional carriers that are suffering the worst
effects from the environmental factors discussed below.
Social

One social factor demonstrated in the case study that has had an impact on the
airline business is the underlying downward trend in passenger air travel. A
second social factor that has had an impact on existing carriers has been the
willingness of the travelling public to use the services of new low-cost carriers.
This has required a social change in terms of people becoming willing to accept
a lower level of service than they had been used to. Moreover the willingness of
travellers to use new technology (particularly the internet) in order to find the
lowest cost travel products has meant that airlines have been forced to
compete on price.
Technological

Major developments in technology, particularly in the use of the internet by both
business and leisure passengers, have enabled travelers to compare prices
between airlines and book their own tickets selecting the most cost-effective
route and itinerary. This has forced airlines to be more competitive in their
pricing. Technology has also enabled airlines to reduce their overheads in
issuing tickets through the use of internet booking systems which enable
passengers to be supplied with electronic tickets instead of paper ones. This
has allowed airlines to charge an additional fee if passengers request a paper
ticket and so technology has enabled the airlines to keep down their costs.
Economic

As stated in the case study, a number of economic factors have affected the
airline industry. Some of these include the significant increase and success of
cut-price and no-frills airline operators giving the traveller greater options when
considering which carrier to use. This in turn has forced the traditional carriers
to review their pricing structure and their routes, and to consider other ways of
increasing revenue such as cutting back on frequent flyer points. The fact that
large airlines have filed for bankruptcy has had an unsettling effect on the
industry in general and has caused widespread financial uncertainty.
Whilst the threat of a war with Iraq could be seen as a political factor, it does
have a major economic impact upon both the airline industry and its
passengers. The threat of war could cause a significant rise in oil prices which
would further add to the economic pressure on the industry whilst the potential
rise in ticket costs could add to the downturn in airline passenger traffic.
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Political

The main political factors affecting the health of the airline industry are the
terrorist attacks of September 11th 2001 and the threat of similar attacks in the
future which have made passengers more reluctant to travel. As mentioned
above, the possibility of war with Iraq has caused concerns because this would
lead to an increase in oil prices. In the past, political factors that had a negative
impact on the industry included deregulation in 1978, and the recessions of the
1980s and 1990s. This time, however, the situation is more complex and there
is a wider set of issues at work.
Conclusion

It is evident from the case study that by carrying out a STEP analysis an
organisation is able to give consideration to the many possible factors that may
have an impact on its current and future health.

Activity 9
Task 1
Purpose: to see how business concepts organise the information in a STEP analysis.
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Text A above is a student’s STEP analysis of the ‘US Airlines’ case. Read Text A and
copy and paste each factor in the analysis into the box below, using the same text box
for Tasks 1 and 2.

Task 2
print out the ‘US Airlines’ case text and use a coloured pen or highlighter to mark the
events which have been included as factors in the student’s text. Write S, T, E or P in
the margin, to show whether the event is categorised as a social, technological,
economic or political factor.
Provide your answer...

Answer

Task 1 (highlighted) and Task 2
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